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Notes on Varieties of Codimension 3 in IPN

Christian Okonek (Zürich)

Introduction. This article contains a slightly expanded version of notes for
an informal talk which I gave in Oberwolfach in August 1992. In this talk
I tried to stimulate the investigation of smooth subvarieties of codimension
3 in IPN or other ambient spaces by collecting known results, pointing out
some construction methods, and by raising some - hopefully interesting 
problems. Afterwards sevcral people suggested to write down and distribute
the notes, which I do hereby.
In section 1 I review the construction of new srnooth subvarieties from given
ones by general linking. This is a classical construction method which has
been applied very successfuIly in the codimension-2 case.
Here I want to stress the fact that linking allows to produce smooth suhva
rieties X C P of any codimension provided the dimension of X is at most
equal to 3. This fact is weIl known to the experts (I have learned it from A.
Van de Ven) and appeared at least implicitly in the fundamental paper by
Ch. Peskine and L. Szpiro [P /S], but - to the best of my knowledge - has
not been used systematically for the construction of smooth subvarieties of
codimension 3.
In section 2 I recall the construction of subvarieties Y C P as zero~sets of
general sections in smooth reflexive sheaves, and - closely related to this 
as degeneracy Iod of general vector bundle morphisms over P.
Both methods aIlow to construct smooth codimension-3 subvarietics Y C P
in projective N -folds P as long as N ::; 7.
This is a folklore fact for degeneracy loci; a useful filtered version has been
proved by M.-C. Chang [Cl. The idca to consider zero-sets of sllitable reflex
ive sheaves is due to R. Hartshorne [1I3), and has later been generalized by
Ch. Okollek. [Öl], A. Hirschowitz/R. Marlin [H/M], and C. Banica [BI].
The main novelty of this article is contained in section 3. Here I describe
the construction of codimension-3 subvarieties Z C P as Pfaffians of twisted
skew-symmetric morphisms f : E ~ E V ® L of vector bundles of odd ranks
over P. A Bertini.type argument shows that this method yields smooth
subvarieties if the dimension of P is strictly less than 10. The Grassmannian
G(l,4) C IP9 is thc simplest example of this type.
Pfaffians occur llaturaIly in many situations: As universal Pfaffians - like
e.g. G(I, 4) C IP9 -, or as intersections of certain linked subvarieties of
codimension 2; they can also be considered as natural gcneralizations of
zero-sets of regular sections in rank-3 vector bundles. The latter point of
view suggests an obvious question: Under which conditions is a submanifold
Z C P of codimension 3 a Pfaffian of a vector bundle morphisrns f : E ~

E V ® L, rkE == 1(mod2)?
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There is at least one necessary condition: Pfaffians are always subcanonical,
i.e. their canonical sheaves are restrictions of line bundles on the ambient
space P. It is not likely that this conditions is already sufficient; I have, how
ever, not been able to say very much about this problem except translating
it into a question about symplectic reflexive sheaves.
In section 4 I concentrate on the special case P = IPN and collect the known
results about submanifolds Z C IPN of codimension 3. If N 2: 10, then we
are in the Hartshorne range, so that all such submanifolds are expected
to be complete intersections. It turns out that in the range N = 8,9 all
known smooth examples are actually Pfaffians. Since - as a consequence
of the Barth-Lefschetz theorems - every smooth, codimension-3 subvariety
in !pB and IP9 is automatically subcanonical, it makes sense to ask, if all
codimension-3 submanifolds in IPB and IP9 are necessarily P faffi ans. If this
were true, we had a second range N = 8,9 bclow the Hartshorne range in
whieh only one construction method would produce all smooth subvarieties.
This is, of course, pure speculation at the moment.
For constructions in !pT reflexive sheavcs and degeneracy Iod of general vec
tor bundle morphisms can be used. These dcgcneracy Iod in !p7 are simply
connected, again by Barth-Lefschetz. lt would be interesting to know ifthere
is a Barth-Lefschetz-type result for degeneracy Iod ofbundle morphisms over
arbitrary base spaces P. In WB we have - in addition to the previous methods
- also general linking as a possible constructioll technique. I have written
down some examples with small invariants. Finally - for the benefit of the
reader - I have produced a list which contains the c1assification of all (fam
Hies of) codimension-3 submanifolds in WN,.N = 6,7,8,9 of degree d ::; 8.
This c1assification is due to F. Zak [Z], G. Scorza [S], T. Fujita [F], and P.
Ionescu [11], [12], [13] i the degrcc-9 and degrec-lO c1assificatioll is presently
being worked out by M. Fania / L. Livorni [Fa/Lil], [Fa/Li2]l.
I like to thank F. Catanese, A. Van de Yen, and in particular F. Schreyer for
very useful discussions about thc subjcct of this articlcj in fact, originally it
was planned as ajoint paper with F. Schreyer, but it did not quite materialize
in this way.
I also want to acknowledge support by the Science project "Geometry of
Algebraic Varieties" SCI - 0398 - C(A), by the Schweizer Nationalfond (Nr.
21 - 36111.92), and by the ?\1ax-Planck-Institut für Mathematik in Bonn.

1 Liaison
Let P be a complex-projective manifold of dimension N, X C P a smooth
subvariety of codimension c defined by the ideal Ix. Consider line bundles
Li E Pic( P) and sections Si E IlO( P; Ix ® Ld, i = 1,' .. ,c. The complete
intersection Z(~) has the form ZCÜ = XU4X' for a closed subvariety X' C P.
X' is said to be linked to X via 2: = (SI,"', Sc) if X' is of codimension c
and if X and X' have no common irrcducible componcnt.

lsee 'Note added in prooP
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Proposition. Let X C P be a smooth subvariety of dimension n in a
projective N -fold P. Suppose Li E Pic(P) are line bundles such that Ix 0 Li
is globally generated for each i = 1,,", N - n, and let X' be linked to X
via. a general section §. E IIO(Pj ffi~ln Ix 0 Li)' If n < 4, then X' is smooth.

Sketch of proof: Consider the blow-up (1 : P~ P of P along X and denote
the restriction of (1 to the exceptional divisor E C P by 1r:

E ~ I>
111" 1(1
X ~ P

The sections Si E IIO(Pj Ix®Li) correspond to sections Si E 11 0 (l>j Op( -E)0
(1- Li)j the line bundles Op( -E) 0 (1- Li on P are globally generated as quo

tients of (1-(Ix ® Li). Let X C P be the complete intersection X = Zen
in P defined by ~. The usual ßertini theorem on P shows X is smooth and
intersects the exceptional divisor E transvcrsally in Xn E.
Since Z(.§.) =X u X' with X' =u(X) we have to prove smoothness of u(X).
Hut this is obvious in P\X, and by transversality it suffices to show that
the restriction 1rIX n E is one-to-one.
Since the fibers of 1rlX nE are linear subspaces of the fi bers E(x) = 1r- 1(x),
we fiUSt guarantee that XnE contains no Hne of E(x) for every point x E X.
Let therefore (f;i := {I E <D 1 (E)IL C Z(.siIE)} be the subvariety ofUnes in E
which are contained in the divisor Z(siIE). The codimension of <Iii C ffi 1(E)
is 2, so that a. dimension count shows n~ln (;i = 0 if 2( N - n) > dim(bl (E)j
the latter conditions is equivalent to n < 4.

Corollary. Suppose X' linkcd to X via a general section ~ E IIO( Pj EB~ln Ix
(9Li), n < 4. Thon X n X' is subcanonical in P.

Proof: X n X' = 1r(X n E), and by adjunction wXnE ~ wp 0 Op(E) 0
®f:ln(Op(-E) 0 (1-Li)IX n E. Since wp ~ u-wp 0 Op(E)0(N-n-l), we

find WXnX' ~ (wp (9 ®~lnLi)IX n X'.

This corollary is useful also when X nX' is not smooth, c.g. if n ~ 4. In this
case it allows to construct explicitly projective small resolutions for singular
subvarieties in P with "prescribed" canonical bundles [\V].

Example.Let X = ]p4 C IP6 be defined by X s = X 6 = O. Choose suffi
ciently general forms gi, h i E lt[Xo,'" XG]dp i = 1,2, and let X' C IP6 be
linked to X via 1.:= (!1,!2),!i:= Xsgi +X6 hi.
The intersection X n X' is the hypersurface Z(~IIP4) C IP4 defined by

6 = det (~: ~:) E ~[Xo,,· . ,X6 ]d1+d,

X n X' is a complete intersection with (d 1d2 )2 singular points, and the
construction above yields a small resolution
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71'" : X n E ---.,. X n X'

with WXnE ~ u*OPlI (d1 + d2 - 5)IX n E, in particular wXnE ~ 0xnE iff
d1 +d2 =5.

Remark. In order to calculate the numerical invariants of X' one could
start with the formula CtCX) . c, (NX/ p) =Ct (p). Ct( N j; / p) is determi ned by

the ehern classes of Op( -E) and the Lis ; Ct(.p) is given by the formula

Ct(p) = u*Ct(P) +i*(7I'"*Ct(X)· 0') for blowing-up ehern classes [Fu2, p.300].

The formula for the Segre class of X C P [Fu2, p.75] allows to express the
classes 7I'"*(cl(Op(E))k) in terms of Ct(X) and Ct(P). The computations for
X n X' are similar. J. Spandaw has explicit formulas for 3-folds in !ps [Sp].

2 Smooth reflexive sheaves and degeneracy loci
Let P be a projective manifold of dimension N, F a reflexive sheaf of rank r

over P with hdF ~ 1. The singular set SingF of F is in this case simply the
support of the sheaf t:xthp(F, Op); the ideal Ann (t:xthp(F, Op)) makes it
a subvariety of P.
Fis said to be smooth (a more generally, to have hypersurface singularities),
if for every x E Sing( F) there cxists a regular parameter system (t1,' .. ,tN)
of 0 P,x such that

t:xthp(F,Op)x ~ Op,x/(t}, ... ,tr+d

(t:xthp(.1', Op)x ~ OP,X/(tl, ... ,tr,<p) where (tl,"', tr , <p) is a regular sequence
in Op,r). This means that the singular set SiTl.g(F) is smooth of codimension
r + l(Sing(.1') is a hypersurface in a smooth subvaricty of codimension r),
and t:xt"f:,p(F, Op) is an invertible sheaf on Sing(F). In [B2] C. Banica
shows:

Proposition.Let .1' be a globally generated reflexive sheaf of rank r over an
N -fold P. If F is smooth or has at most isolated hypersurface singularities,
and if N ~ 2r+ 1, then the zero-Iocus Z(s) of a general section s E llO( Pj.1')
is smooth of codimension r (or empty) with Sing(F) C Z(s).

Sketch of prooffor a smooth reflexive sheaf: On P\Sing(.1') the usual Bertini
theorem applies. Consider x E Sing(F): the zero·locus of a section s E
HO(P;F) is smooth around x if its value s(x) E F(x) is non-zero in the
vector space F(x). Since ev(x) : IIO(P;F) -+ F(x) is a surjection onto
a vector space of dimension r + 1, its kernel ev(x )-1 (0) is of codimension
r +1 in HO(Pj .1'). There exists therefore a non-empty Zariski-open subset
U C HO(P;F) of sections not vanishing in any point of Sing(F) as long as
dimSing(.1') < r + 1, i.e. for N ~ 2r + 1.
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It is not completely trivial to rclate the Chern classes of F to thc numerieal
invariants of the zero-Ioeus Z(s) for a general section. For r = 2, P = IP N

one ean use Hilbert polynomials and identify the eoefficients [01]. Another
method, which also produces formula.s for T = 3, is to apply Riemann-Roeh
without denominators [Fu2, p.297] to the strueture sheaf 0Z{,,). Explicit
formulas for the degree and seetional genus ean be found in C. Banicä.'s
paper [BI].
There is essentially only one way to eonstruet smooth reflexive sheaves,
namely as cokerneis of suitable veetor bundle morphisms.
Let Fand E be veetor bundles of ranks fand e respeetively over the N
fold P, and let u : F -+ E bc a bundle morphisms. For 0 ~ k ~ min(f, e)
the k-th degeneraey loeus Dk(u) = {x E P]rku(x) ~ k} is the subspace
defined by the vanishing of f\k+lu; Ioeally its ideal is defined by the (k +1)
minors of a matrix rep resenti ng u. The eod ime nsion of Dk ( u) C P is at most
(e - k)(f - k) if Dk(u) # 0. Set D(u) =Df-1(u) if f < e.

Proposition.Let Fand E be veetor bundles of ranks f < e over a smooth
projective N -fold P, such that FV '9 E is globally generated. Suppose N <
2(e - f +2). If e - f ~ 2, then the eokernel coker(u) of a general morphism
u E 11om(F, E) is a smooth reflexive sheaf of rank e - f wi th singular set
D(u).

Proof: [B 1, p.26 - 29].

C. Banieä. also shows that for N < 2(e - f +2) and e - f = 1 thc eokcrnel of
a general morphism u E IIom(F, E) has the form coker(u) ~ ly '9 detE 0
(detF)V for a smooth eodimension-2 su bvariety Y C P.
The previous two propositions allow to eonstruet smooth eodimension-r sub
varieties in projeetive N-folds P if N ::; 2r+ 1. The same range of dimensions
can be reached by the closely related teehnique of general degeneracy Ioci.

Proposition.Let F and E be veetor bundlcs of ranks f < e over a projeetive
manifold P of dimension N, such that F V ® E is globally generated. Ir
N < (f - k + 1)(e - k + I), then for a general morphism u E II om( F, E)
the k-th degeneracy loeus Dk (u) is smooth of eodimension (I - k)(e - k) or
empty.

P foof: This is wen known for k = f - 1, i .c. for D(u ), a "fi1 tered version II

is due to M.-C. Chang [Cl. The proof in the general ease 0 :$ k < f ean be
found in [BI].

Remark.By taking for Fa trivial bundle olle reeovers Kleiman's theorem on
the smoothness of dependeney Ioei of general seetions in globally generated
veetor bundles [K].

Remark. In the borderline ease N = (1 - k + 1)(e - k + I) the degeneraey
locus Dk(u) of a general morphism is smooth of codimension (1 - k)(e - k)
outside of finitely many points. The interscction of Dk ( u) with a smooth,
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transversally intersecting hypcrsurfaee not eontaining any of these singular
points yields therefore a smooth subvariety of eodimension (I - k)(e - k) +1.

Example. Let E and F be vector bundles of ranks e and e - lover a
projective 6-fold P, such that F V 0 E is globally generated. Let Y .
De- 2(u) for a general morphism u, so that ly has the resolution

o~ F ~ E ~ ly ~ O.

If now L E Pic(P) is very ample with hl(Pj EV (6) F 0 L) = 0, and if s E
HO(Pj L) is suffidently general, then Z := Y n Z(s) is a smooth subvariety
of codimension 3 in P whose ideal has a loeally free resolution of the form

The Eagon-Northcott complexes associated with 'lL yield explieit loeally free
resolutions for the ideals of degeneraey Iod [EIN].

Example.Let D(u) be the degeneracy loeus of a general rnorphism u : F ~
E, I = e - 2, F V \1 E globally generated. Thcn there is an exact sequenee

e e-l e-2
o---:>,/\ E V 0 S2 F~ /\ E V ® F ---1- /\ EV

---1- JV(u) ® detFV ~ O.

The cohomology classes of degeneraey loei are given by the Thom - Porteous
formula [Fu2]. An algorithm for ealeulating ehern numbcrs of Dk(u) ean
be fouud in [PI], [P2] and [P IP]. Ta relate the invariants of degeneraey lad
to the ehern classes of the bundles involved one ean either use Riemann 
Roch without denominators, or Hilbert polynomials if P = IP N [BI].
lt may happen that a degeneracy locus Dk(U) i8 empty even if the expected
dimension N - (I - k)( e - k) is non-negative. This eannot oeeur, how
ever, jf FV ® E i8 suffi eiently posi ti ve. In [F / L2) W. FuIton I R. Lazars
feld have shown that jf F V ® E is ample, then Dk( 'lL) 1s non-ernpty for
N - (/ - k)( e - k) ;:: 0, and eonneeted when N - (I - k)( e - k) ;:: 1. Further
more, they remark [F/L2, p.277] that there is no obvious extension of this
result to a Lefsehetz-type vanishing theorem for higher relative homotopy
groups.
Nevertheless one may ask for a vanishing resul t for general degeneraey lad
- or zero-lod of general seetions in smooth reflexive sheaves - whieh yields
the Barth-Lefsehetz theorem when applied to P = IP N .

3 Pfaffians
Let P be a smooth projective variety of dimension Pl, L E Pic(P), and E a
vector bundle of rank r over P. A vector bundle morphism / : E ~ E V ®L is
said to be skew-symmetrie if IV0idL = (-1)'1. A skew-symmetrie rnorphism
/ eorresponds to an element jE IiO(P;/\2EV ®L)j its detenninant 18 a
section det/ E HO(Pj (detE)0- 2 0 LOT). Therc are two esscntiaJly different
cases:
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If r == 0(mod2), then there exists a root P(f) E HO(PjdetEV 0 L0~) of
detl, the Pfaffian of the morphism f. P(/) defines the degeneracy locus

Dr-I(/) C P.

Example.Let V be a vector space of dimension r == O( mod2), P := lP(1\2VV)
the projective space associated to 1\2VV.
There is a tautological morphism I : V ® Op ~ V v 0 Op(l) which corres
ponds to id,,2v under the identification

The associated Pfaffian P(f) E HO( P; det VV 0 0 p( ~) defines a hypersurface
of degree ~ in a. projective space of dimension (;) - 1, the universal Pfafflan
hypersurface of rank r.

The simplest special case r =4 yields the Grassmannian G(I, 3) C !ps with
the equation XoXs - X 1X 4 +X 2X3 = O.
The universal Pfaffian hypersurfaces are non-singular in codimensions :5 4.

Ir I : E ~ EV 0 L is a skew-symmetric morphism of 30 bundle of rank
r == 1(mod2), then detf == O. In this case we consider the first non-trivial
degeneracy locus D(f) C P, D(J) := Dr - 2(f) = Dr - 3(f); the expected
codimension of D(f) in P is 3 [B/E].

Lemma. Let f : E ~ E V 0 L be a skew-symmetric morphism of 30 bundle
E of odd rank r, given by a section j E IfO( P; 1\ 2 E V 0 L). Ir Pic( P) has no
2-torsion, and jf codimpD(/) = 3, then there exists an exact sequence

Proof: Let j : ]( ~ E be the inclusion of the kernel of f into E; [{ is
reflexive of rank 1, hence invertible, and we obtain an exact sequence

} " i E 1 EV jV0idL "v Lo~ \. ~ ~ 0 L ~ [zU) «) [( 0 ~ 0,

where Z(j) denotes the zero-Iocus of j. Since dellz(j) 0 [(v 0 L ~ l\"v ® L,
trus exact sequence yields ]( «) delEv «) det(EV (() L) ® ]( «) LV ~ Op, Le.
](02 ~ (detE 0 L0-(~))02.

Remark.The section 9 := jV «)idL E Il O( P; E0detEV 0L0 r;-I ) corresponds

to a. global divided power j( r;l) E llO( P; I\r-l E V«) L0 r;l ) under the natural
identification E 0 detEV = I\r-l E V [B/E].

Deflnition.A codimension-3 subvariety Z C P in a smooth projective N
(old P is a Pfaffian subvariety if there exist bundles L E Pic( P), E of rank
T ~ 1(mod2) over P, and a skew-symmetric morphisl11 f : E ~ E V 0 L,
such that Z = D(f).
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Example.Let V be a vector space of dimension r == 1(mod2), P := IP(A 2V V )

the projective space associated to 1\2VV. The universal Pfaffian subvari
ety of P is the degeneracy locus D(j) C P of the tautological morphism
f : V ® Op -t VV ® Op(l). D(f) is a codimension-3 subvariety of degree
i(r!l) which is non-singular in codimension ::s; 6 [DIE]. The simplcst special
case r = 5 yields the Grassmannian G(l, 4) C IP9 in its Plücker embedding.

Lemma. Suppose Z C P is a smooth Pfaman subvariety associated to a
morphism f : E -t EV ® L.
i) The ideal Tz has the locally free resolution

9'60idLO 10 V 90(*0) 0 -t Lo ~ Ba --i> Eo ® Lo~ JZ -t 0

with L o := (detE)02 0 L0- r and Eo := E ® detE ® L0-(r.:p.);
@!.±.!.

furthermore: detEo = Lo :2

ii) Z C P is subcanonieal with wz ~ L~ ®wz ® CJz.

Proof: i) follows by a simple ealeulation from (*)j
ii) is a consequence of the loeal fundamental isomorphism.

Remark.The normalized rcsolu tion (*0) of a Pfaman su bvaricty specializes
to the Koszul complex of a regular section in a rank-3 vector bundle when

r =3.

Remark.If the ideal of a su bmanifold Z C P of eodimension c in a smooth
projective N-fold P has a loeally free resolution of the form

o-t L -lo Ec- 2 -lo Ec- 3 -lo .. -lo Eo -lo Iz -t 0,

then wz s! LV 0wz ® Oz, i.e. Z must be subeanonieal.

At this point it is quite natural to ask for an analogue of the Serre-corres
pondence in codimension 3, i.e.: Given a submanifold Z of codimension 3
in a smooth projective N-fold P such that wz ~ LV 0 Wp ® Oz for a line
bundle L E Pic(P). Under which conditions is Z a Pfaffian of a suitable
morphism f : E -lo E V 0 L? I don 't have a solu tion to this problem, but
the following reformulation in terms of symplectic reflexive sheaves may be
usefu!.

Lemma. Suppose Z C P is the Pfaffian subvaricty assoeiated with a skew
symmetrie morphism 10 : Eo -lo E~ 0 Lo. Let :Fo := Imlo. Then:

i) :Fo is a reflexive sheaf with hd(:Fo} 5 1
ii) [xthp(:Fj' ,Op) s! Oz
iii) :Fo is Lo-symplectie.

Proof: Property i) follows immediatcly from the normalized resolution (*0)
of Iz.
Ta prove ii) one double dualizes the sequence
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o--. :Fa ~ Eti ® La ~ Iz --. 0

and compares it with the resulting exact sequence

o~ Fa j~ Eri ® La ~ CJp ~ [xthp(Fri, Op) --. O.

Property iii) means there exists an isomorphism 0' : Fa -4 Fri ® La with
oY 0 idLo = -0. To see this we dualize the first sequence again and twist it
by La; this yields

g~0idLo j\l'?)idLo Vo--. La ---+ Eo -'jo Fa CO La --. O.

The skew-symmetric morphism 10 : Eo -'jo Eti CO La induces a map I~ : ;:'6 CO
Lo --. Fa whose determinant det/~ : detFti CO L~r-l --. detFo corresponds
to the identity under the identification (detFo)0-2 CO L~r-l ~ Op; clearly
Q := (f~)-l satisfies QV CO idLo = -0.

Remark. A reflexive shcaf Fa which admits an Lo-symplectic structure
o : Fo -4 F6 CO La necessarily must have even rank sand (detFo)02 ~ L~~.

Every reflexive sheaf Fa of ran k 2 has a natural (detFo)-symplectic structure
induced by the second wedge-product.

The following is a. partial convefse of property iii).

Lemma. Let:Fo be a reflexive sheaf with hd(Fo) S; 1 on a projective
N -fold P, which admits an Lo-symplectic structure.
Suppose [xthp(Fri, Op) ~ Oz for a smooth codimension-3 subvariety Z. If
the identity section idz E HO( Pj Oz) lifts to a global element e E Exthp (F6l Op),
then Sing(Fo) = Z is a Pfaffian subvariety of P.

Pfoof: Choose a global extension dass e E Exthp(Fti, Op) which localizes
to idz E IIO(P; Oz) ~ JIO(Pj [xtbp(:F"ti ,()p )).

The corresponding exact sequence

(€) : 0 --10 0 P ~ [ ~ Fti -'jo 0

has a locally ffee middle term [ and dualizes to thc cxact sequence

t V v ~\Io-4 Fa --10 [ --10 0 P --;. 0 Z -4 0

Setting Eo := [0Lo and using the Lo-symplectic structure 0 : Fo --;. F60Lo
one gcts

o
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the eomposition 10 := pV 0 a-1
0 p 0 idLo is the required skew-symmetrie

morphism which provides Z = Sing(Fo) with the strueture of a Pfaffian
subvariety.

Corollary. Let Z C P be a disjoint union Z = Ui Zi of smooth Pfaffian
subvarieties Zi associated to morphisms Ii : Ei ~ Er 0 Li. If the normalized
line bundles (Li)o coincide for all i, then Z is also a Pfaman in P.

Proof: Let (.1'i)O be the image of the normalized morphism (/do : (Ei)o ~
(Ei)~ @ (Li)o. Sinee (Li)o e! Lo for fixcd line bundle La E Pic(P), every
(.1'do is Lo-symplectic. The direct sum .1'0 := ffii(.1'do is therefore also Lo·
symplectic, and thc identity section idz E IJO(P; tJz) e! ffiiHO(P; OzJ lifts
to a global extension dass c since every component idzi has this property.

Example. Every subset Z = {Zl,' .. ,zm} of simple points in IP3 is a Pfaffian
subvariety. In general, howcver, it is not possible to express Z as zero-set of
a regular section in a vector bundle of rank 3 [Kr].

There is one typieal geometrie situation in whieh Pfaffian subvarieties oe
eur naturally, namely as divisors with induccd adjoint line bundles in eodi
mension-2 subvarieties. More precisely, suppose V C P is a codimension-2
subvariety in P given as thc degcneraey locus of a veetor bundle morphism
h

ho~ F -t E ~ Iv -t O.

Consider a divisor Z C V. If Z is a Pfaffian su bvaricty in P, thcn there exists
a liue bundle L E Pic(P) with wz ~ LV ®wp ® Oz, so that Wv 0 CJv(Z) 0
Oz ~ LV ®wp ® Oz.
Assume now that already the adjoint line bundle wv 0 Ov(Z) of Z in V is
induced by LV ®Wp, Le. wv ® CJv(Z) ~ LV ® Wp ® CJv. This cquation can
be rewritten as Iz/v ~ Wv 0 L 0 wp, so that by dualizing and twisting (**)
we obtain a locally free Op-resolution

o~ L ~ EV 0 L -t FV 0 L -t Iz/ v -t 0

for the ideal I z/v of Z in V. The two exaet sequences can be combined into
the following diagram:

o
1

~ 0

E
~v

-t Iv ~ 0
1
Iz
1

F V 0 L ~ lz/v
1
o

Fo

o -t L
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Under certain vanishing conditions it is possible to fill in amiddIe row into
this diagram which is of the form

o-.. L -.. F €I) E V ® L .L E €I) F V ® L -.. Iz -.. 0,

and exhibits Z as the Pfaffian of a skcw-symmetric morphism

f = [

1/J E HO(Pj 1\2 E ® LV).

An important special case in which the assumption Wv ® LJv( Z) ~ LV ®
Wp ® Gv autornatically holds is when Z = V n V' is the intersection of
genera1ly linked subvarieties V, V' of codimcllsion 2.

Example. Let V C P bc defined by

ho-.. F --+ E -.. Iv -+ 0,

and suppose V is linked to a subvariety 1f ' whose ideal can be resolved by
the cone of a morphism (}'

0 LV ® LV (-',; ) LV €I) LV (sr ,.!~)
Ivuv' 0-.. 1 2 -.. 1 2 -.. -..

1 (}'I Ja 1
0 F h E Iv 0--+ --+ --+ --+

i.e. Iv' has a locally free resolution

O E v L (hVe;idL,oV0idL) F V L LV LV I 0
-.. €I) --+ ® €I) 1 €I) 2 --+ VI --+ ,

where L := Lr ® L~.

Then Ivnv' ~ Iv €I) Iv' , and the following diagram can be con-
/Iv n Iv'

structed:

0 --+ LV ® LV Ly €I) L~ --+ Iv n lv, -.. 01 2

1 1 !

0 --+ F €I) EV ® L --j. E ffi pv ® L €I) Ly €I) L~ --+ Iv ffi lVI --+ 0

\./0 ! !

E ffi F V ® L --+ Ivnv' --+ 0
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Here fo is given by the block matrix

and CI' is the natural L-symplectic structure on Li EB L~.

Concrete special cases are divisors Z (fa,b) C V =IP 1 X lP 2 C IP 5 =P defi ned
by bihomogeneous polynomials fa,b of bidegrees (a, b) =(-1- 4, -1- 3),1 :::;
-4.

The next result is a Bertini-type theorem for Pfaffian subvarieties.

Proposition. Let P be a smooth projective N -foId, L E Pic( P), and E a
veetor bundle of rank T =: 1(mod2) over P. If /\ 2 EV 0 L is globally generated,
and if N :::; 9, then the Pfaffian subvarieties assoeiated with general sectious
j E flO(P; /\2 E V 0 L) are smooth of codimension 3 in P, or empty.

Sketch of proof: Consider the sub eones Dr - s(/\2 EV 0 L) C Dr - 3 (/\ 2 E V ®
L) C /\2 EV 0 L of skew-symmetrie maps of ranks:::; T - 5(T - 3). These
subeones have eodimensions 10 and 3 respectively in the total space of the
bundle /\2 EV 0 L. The evaluation map

is a submersion, so that the preimages .6. := ev- 1(D r - s(/\ 2EV 0 L)) and
D := ev- 1(Dr _ 3 (/\2 EV 0 L)) in JIO(P; /\2 EV 0 L) X P are also subvarieties
oi eodimensions 10 and 3; furthermore, D\6 is non singular. Let

be the restrietion of the first projec tion to D. 1r is a proper map, an cl 1r(.6.) f:
HO(P; /\2 EV 0 L) if dimP = N < 10; U ;= lfO(P; /\2 EV ® L )\1r(6) is there
fore a. non-ernpty Zariski-open subset of II O( Pi /\2 E V 0 L) and its inverse
image 1r-1(U) C D\6 is smooth. Let JEU he a regular value of 1r11l'"-1(U);
the fiber over j is isomorphie to thc degcneracy loeus D{f) = Dr - 3(f) C p
of the corresponcling skew-symmetric morphism f : E ~ E V ® L, which is
therefore smooth of codimension 3, 01' empty.

Remark. If /\2 EV ® L is ample, anel dirnP = N 2: 3, thcn D(f) is always
non-empty [Fu2, p.216].

Example. Consider a projective manifold P of dimension N :::; 9 and a.
globally generated line bundle Lover P. Fix a natural number T == 1(mod2)
and ehoose a general skew-symmetric T X r-matrix of scctions in L. The
eorresponding Pfaffian subvariety Z C P is thon smooth of codimension 3j
its ideal Iz has a locally free resolution
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The canonical sheaf of Z is Wz ~ L0r ® wp ® OZ.

Remarks. i) The previous proposition has an obvious analogue for sym
metrie morphisms which has been used to construct hypcrsurfaccs with
nodes in 3-folds [Ba]. The "sccond" degeneracy locus of asymmetrie mor
phism allows the construction of codimension-3 subvarieties which are non
singular in eodimensions :::; 2. The Veronescan surfacc in }p5 is a simple
examplc of this type.

ii) I cxpect that there exists also a "filtered" version of the proposition
above allowing same elements "ncar thc dia.gonal" to be zero; the numer
ies of such aversion should "explain" the assumptions on the dimensions
which guarantee smoothness of intersections of generally linkcd subvarieties
of codimension 2.

iii) One eould also ask for a Lefschctz-typc result for degcneracy loci of
skew-symmetric rnorphisms which gives the ßarth-Lefschetz theorem when
applied to P = IPN .

4 Submanifolds of codimension 3 in IpN
Let X be a smooth projective subvariety of codimcnsion 3 in lPN .

As usual, I denote thc degree and the sectiOilal genus of X C lPN by d and
1r respectively; dearly d > 3 if X is non-dcgenerate, and 7r :; (d-2Yd-3)

[Ale/GIRl·
The Barth-Lefschetz theorem - 7ri(IPN, X) = 0 for i :::; N - 5 - yields nec
essary topological conditions: X must be simply-connected if N ~ 7, sub
canonical for N ~ 8, and jt must satisfy 1r3(.X) = 0 when N ~ 9 [B ILJ.
Ir N ~ 10, then we are in the Hartschornc range, Le. every codimension-3
submanifold X C IP N , N ~ 10 is conjectured to be a complete intersection
[Hl]. At present this has only been proven for arithmetically Gorenstein
subvarieties [Hl], but of course, thcre are no other cxarnples known.
The most interesting range of dimension is therefore N = 6, 7,8,9, and I
will concentrate on this from now on.
By Zak's fundamental theorem we know that a smooth X C IPN of codi
mension 3 must be linearly normal if N ~ 8 [Z]. For N = 6, 7 this cloes not
hold, however, the exceptions havc alreacly becn classified.
If N = 7 there is essentially only oue exception, namcly the Sevcri variety
of degree 6 in !p7•

It is a projection of a Segre embcdded Ip2 X Ip2 C Ir8 from a general point
p E IPB

\ IP 2
X IP 2 [Z]. There are thrce different (families of) not linearly

normal 3-folds in JP6; they have degrecs 6,7, and 8, and can be described as
follows [F]:
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d = 6 : These 3-folds are general hyperplane seetions of the Severi varieties
in IP7

•

d = 7 : A Veronese embeddcd IP3 C IP9 ean bc projceted into JPs from

an inner point Xc E JP3 j the resulting 3-fold W3
(x c ) C !ps ean be further

projected from a general line L C !pB \ W3
(x c ) into Ip6. The embedding

:IP3
(xo) C !p6 is given by a 6·dimcnsional system of quadrics through xo.

d = 8 : These 3-folds are projeetions of a Veronese embedded Ip3 C IP9 from
a general plane E C IP9

\ IP3
.

In addition to these general resul ts the explici t classifieation of all linearly
normal, non-degenerate submanifolds X C IpN up ta dcgrcc 8 has been
worked out [11], [12], [13]. The basie ingredients uscd are sta.ndard formulas
for the interseetion numbers like e.g. doublepoint formulas, adjunetion the
oretie methods for the deseription of possible subvarieties, and mostly ad
hoc constructions to prove their existence. 1 summarizc the classificatian in
the table below:
The varieties marked with a (*) are the not linearly normal exeeptions de
seribed above.
1) X ~ IPI X IP2 denates a double eovcring of Ipl X IP 2 ramified along a
smaoth divisor of bidegree (2,2). The cmbedding is given by thc pullback
of Opl(l) mOlP2(1) to X.
2) IPc(E) is aseroll over an elliptie curve. Thcre exists only one other
3-dimensional seroll over a curve in Ip6, namely IP t X ]p3 n!pB [T].
3) IPp 2(E) is the tautologically embcdded pl'ojectivization af a rank-2 vector
bundle E over IP2

. E is given as extension 0 ~ Op2 ~ E -lo h.-(4) -lo 0,
where Y ={PI,'" ,P9} C IP 2 consists of 9 simple points [I2).
4) Q C IP 7 denotes a hyperquadrie fibTation; Q is a divisor in a IP4-bundle
IP aver IP I , and the embedding is induced by a map IP -lo IP 7 [12].
5) IPIPt xlP1 (E) is thc projectivc bundle associatcd ta a rank-2 vector bundle
E aver a quadric IP I x!p I

j thc cmbedding is tautalogical. P. Ionescu uscd a
slight madificatian of the MumfordJ Fujita critcrion to prove very ampleness
[13].
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cl 11" ]pB lP 7 !pB IP9 construction

4 0 IP1 X W3 n!p6 !pI X Ip3 Segre

5 1 (f;(1,4) n IP B lb(1,4)nW 7 OJ(l,4)nIP8 OJ(1,4) Plücker

6 1 .1I"p(IP2 xlP2)nIP6
11"p(lP 2 XIP2) projection(-)

6 2 X~IPlxIP2 1)

7 1 lPc(E) 2)

A 3
projection(·)7 1 1I"L(IP (xo))

7 3 lP p 2(E) 3)

7 3 Q n IP B Q 4)

8 1 1rE(lP3
) projection(·)

8 4 lPP ! Xpi (E) 5)

8 5 V(2, 2, 2) V(2,2,2) V(2,2,2) V(2,2,2) compl. int.

Now I will show that the linearly normal 3-folds X C !p6 of degrces d ~ 8 
with the exception of the elliptic scroll and thc hyperquadric fibration of de
gree 7 - can be constructed by general1inking [rom simple known examples.
To this end we have to be able to relate thc degrees and sectional genera
of linked 3-folds in !p6

. Suppose ~Y, )';' C ]p6 are smooth projective 3-folds
of degrees d, d' with sectional genera 11'",11'"' respectively. If X and X' are
linked via a complete intersection Z(ft, f2, /3) with equations Ii of degrees
degfi = di , then tbe following formulas hold [Fu2, p.159]:

d +d' = dl • d2 • d3

11'"-11'"' = ~(dl+d2+d3-5)(d'-d).

Furthermore, the intersection ){ n X' has degree

degX n ~y' = (d l + d2 + d3 - 5)d - (211'" - 2).
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The following tables contain the degrees d' and the sectional genera rr' of
smooth 3-folds X' which are generally linked to "parent" 3-folds X via
complete intersections Z([) of multidegrees 4.

Example 1: X = IP3
; d = 1,rr =0

d. d' rr'
(2,2,2) 7 3
(2,2,3) 11 10
(2,2,4) 15 21
(2,3,3) 17 24

The 3-fold X' with d' = 7, rr' = 3 is thc projcctive bundle IP p 2(E).

Example 2: X = Quadric j d = 2, rr = 0

f1 d' rr'
(2,2,2) 6 2
(2,2,3) 10 8
(2,2,4) 14 18
(2,3,3) 16 21

The 3-fold with d' = 6, rr' = 2 is a ramified double cover of lP1 X IP2
. The

3-fold X' with d' = 10,11'"' = 8 is adel Pezzo libration over lP l [Fa/Li2].

Example 3: X = IP1
X IP2

j d = 3,rr = 0

!l cl' rr '
(2,2,2) 5 1
(2,2,3) 9 6
(2,2,4) 13 15
(2,3,3) 15 18

The 3-fold with d' =5, rr' =1 is <B( 1,4) n W6 .

The 3-fold X' with d' = 9, 'Tr' = 6 is quite interesting: X' is isomorphie to
the blow-up of a point in a hyperquadric section of (1;(1,4)nIP i [Fa/Lil]; the
embedding of X' into !pB is givell by the projection from this point. I know
only one other 3-fold in !pB which is emhedded in this way, the blow-up of
a. complete intersection of 4 general quadries in lP 7•

Presumably there are only finitely many families of 3-folds in !pB whieh are
such "inner projections" of 3-folds in Ipi.

Example 4: X = IP 1
X IP3 n!p B

; d = 4, 1r = 0
IP1 X IP3 is the degeneracy locus of the tautological morphism on ]pT =
IP(Hom(C2

, lt4
)) :
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The assoclated Eagon-Northcott complex yields a locally free resolution of

1p l Xp3 :

1p l Xp3 np8 (I) is therefore globally generated for l ~ 2, and general linking
gives

!1 d' 'Tr'

(2,2,2) 4 0
(2,2,3) 8 4
(2,2,4) 12 12
(2,3,3) 14 15

The 3-fold X' with d' = 8, 'Tr' = 4 is the lpl-bundle IPpl xIP I (E) over!p I xIP1.

Example 5: X =(1;(1,4) n IPB
; cl =5, 'Tr =1

0; (1,4) C IP9 is a uni versal P faffi an , so t hat J<t (1,4 )nIP6 has the followi ng
resolution:

By generallinking we obtain the following 3-folds:

d. <L' 'Tr'

(2,2,2) 3 0
(2,2,3) 7 3
(2,2,4) 11 10
(2,3,3) 13 13

The 3~fold X' with d' = 7, 'Tr' = 3 is again IP p2 (E).

In the following table I have listed the "!lew" 3-folds in !pB of degrees <L' ::;
15 which I could construct via general linking from known examples X of
degrees d ::; 6 (the symbol Q n Q' n Ips means that X is a general complete
intersection of two hyperquadrics Q, Q' and a hyperplane ).
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d' 'Tr' X 4
9 6 IP I X IP~ (2,2,3)

10 8 Quadric (2,2,3)

11 10 IP 3 (2,2,3)

12 11 X?j IP I Xll)2 (2,3,3)

12 12 IP I x ]p3 n!p6 (2,2,4)

12 13 0 (2,2,3)
13 13 (J;(1, 4) n]p6 (2,3,3)

13 15 IP I x ß>2 (2,2,4)
14 15 IP I X IP 3 n Ip6 (2,2,3)
14 16 Qn Q' n!ps (2,3,3)

14 18 Quadl'ic (2,2,4)

15 18 IP I X Ip2 (2,3,3)
15 21 IP3 (2,2,4)

Remark. The 3-folds X' C 1P6 in this list with invariants (d' ,'Tr') E ((10,8),
(12,11), (14,16), (14, 18)} are hypcrquadl'ic scctions of cones ovcr 3-folds in
!ps. The same construction applicd to a 3- fold X C !ps of degree 7 and
sectional genus 4 yields another 3-fold of degree 14 in W6

. This 3-fold has
sectional genus 14, and can not be constructcd via general linking from a
3-fold of smaller degree. A similar example is the general hypcrcuhic section
of the cone over a Castelnuovo 3-fold in IPs ; this gives a 3-fold of degree 15
and sectional genus 19.

Remark. The construction of codimension c + 1 subvarieties in lP N +I as
general hypersurface sections of cones over codimension c varieties in IP N is
sometimcs a specialization of the "borderlinc case" of scction 2. Ir X C lPN

is smooth of degree d with sectional genus 7f, and if X C lllN+I is the
intersection of the cone over )( with a general hypersurface of degree h, then
the degrce of X is d =hd, and the sectional genus is givcn by 'Tr =h(7f - ]) +
(~)d+ 1 [B/N].

I leave it to the interestcd reader to construct smooth, codimension-3 sub
varieties in IP 1 as zero-Ioci of sections ill slnooth fcnexive sheaves, or as
degeneracy Iod of suitable vectar bundle morphisms. There are na exam
pIes in degree 9 [Fa/Li1].
As far as submanifolds of codimclIsioll 3 in Ip8 and lP9 are concerned, the
only examples known-hesides complete intcrscctions~ are (1;(1,4) C IP9

, hy
perplane sections, and pullbacks under finite maps thereof. I like to con
struct some new examples as Pfamans of suitable vector bundles. The degree
of a Pfaffian subvariety can be calculated as folIows:
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Lemma. Let Z C IPN be a Pfaffian submanifold defined by a skew

symmetrie morphism f : E --+ E V @L. The degree of Z in IP N is determined
by the rank r and the ehern classes of E and L:

r - 1 1(r +1) 3degZ = c3(E) - --c2(E)· cl(L) + - cl(L) .
243

Proof: Tedious computation.

Example. Fix an odd integer r > 0, a natural number land choose a
general skew-symmetric r X r-matrix Fr(l) of forms of degree 1 on IP9 • Let
Zr(l) C ]p9 be the Pfaffian defined by the rnorphism

Offir Fr(l) tY'\ (l)ffi r
IPe ....... Vn:>9 •

Zr(l) is a submanifold of codimension 3 in ll)9 j its dcgree is ~C~1)l3, its

canonical sheaf is WZr(l) = 0Zr(l) (rl - 10). The Pfaffians with rl < 10 yield
interesting Fano manifolds which I have listcd below.

X d n i c
Z9(1) 30 6 1 6

Z7(1 ) 14 G 3 4

Z7(1) n lps 14 5 2 4

Z7(1) n Ip7 14 4 1 4

Zs(l ) 5 6 5 2

Zs(l) n WB 5 5 4 2

Z5(1) n 1P 7 5 4 3 2

Zs(l) n WB 5 3 2 2

Z5(1) n !p5 5 2 1 2

In addition to the degree d of .X I have also notcd thc dimension n, the

index i, and the coindex c = n +1 - i of 4Y". The sccond ßetti num her b2(X)
is always equal to 1 for n 2: 3. Thc Pfaffian Z7( 1) can also be constructed
from the tangent bundle of IP9

•

The list of manifolds with trivial callonical hundle which can be obtained as
hyperplane seetions of Zr(l)'s is rather short

)( d n

Zs(2) 40 6

Z9(1)nW8 30 5

Z7(1) n!p6 14 3

Zs(1)nIP4 5 1
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As W. Decker has pointed out to me, it is, however, possible to construct
further examples of Fano varieties 01' of manifolds with trivial cananical
bundles by using skew-symmetl'ic r X r-matrices of forms whose degrees are
not all equal.
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Note added in proof: After this paper was \Vri tLen, I received the new version

{Fa/Lil] of the degree 9 classification of n-folds in projective spaces. There
it is shown that one has only 2 familics 01' 3-[010s of degree 9 in IP6 : those
mentioned in example 3, and the hypercllbic sections of cones aver!p I xIP 2 C

W5
• None of these 3-folds extend to a t(-fold in W7 [Fa/Lil].


